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( >ur idle minds are never really idle. They are tilled with tinmsands of images 
and vv<mis past, present, and future. The smiles«>f loved ones and the feelings 
of late nights nth close friends stay with us, even if iil\ i daydreams. Even if 
the hard da> s and tin ssons learned, we spent so much of our lives 
remembering, ( Jyr minds dwell in dreams, in quiet moments, and in passing, 
on things gone by and things we long m come*
In this hook our hope is to bring to mind some of those things which brought
us great joy -  which shaped our hearts and our lives and which taught us hard
lessons and caused us to think differently about our worfB than we had
before -  not for nostalgic apathy, but to instill joy in peace and to len g th en  our
hearts and minds towards die days to come, knowing each day that has passed
has prepared us for the next because our God cares greatly for each of us and
provides for us in abundance each new day.
We who are made new in Christ can look back on our days in peace
for we are forgiven and redeemed. Each day is another line in a stoi gun long
before us and transcending far beyond us, but to us who live these
are enduring stories of grace. In this book, we remember the joys ml memories^—
of these graciously given days
DEDICATION
Teresa Clark is a well-known and loved alumna and member of the 
Department of Kinesiology and Allied Health where she serves as 
Assistant Chair. She is often remembered for her positive attitude and 
the special attention and care she displays for her students by those who 
have had the opportunity to interact with her. Her ability to demonstrate 
Christ’s love is evident in her work with students. Teresa and her husband 
Jim have been married for 45 years, and she is mother to Carla and 
Johnathan. She is a member o f Dayton Avenue Baptist Church and is 
not only a dedicated educator but also a representative for the athletic 
programs on campus. Teresa Clark is a valuable asset to the Cedarville 
community and has poured into the lives of countless students during her 
time here.

/I h # e  is a harmony in autumn, and a luster in its sky, which through the
summer is not heard or seen, as if it could not be, as if it had not been.
- Percy Bysshe Shelley
GETTING STARTED
Another school year means another crop of new freshmen! While new 
students and their families are enthusiastically welcomed to campus, 
upper classmen return for another round of classes and the Cedarville 
experience. With each new year, Getting Started sets the tone for 
campus community, allowing freshmen to get aquainted with their new 
surroundings, and returing students to get back into the swing of things. 
Events like the kick-off party provide an opportunity for students to meet 
new people and reconnect with old friends.
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/ WELCOME BACK
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I. Sting leaders play games with their groups o f new fresh­
men as students arrive on campus.
-■ (lotting started leaders celebrate the new students.
3. Lawior men get ready to help students move in.
4. Kayla Prater stands outside ready to help,
o. Two guys race at the Freshman party.
(>. K.Vs wait outside for new students to arrive.
7. \\ illetts RA ’s and sting leaders gather outside to wel- 
eome girls to the dorm
8. The rock is painted to welcome new students.
‘>. Leaders greet parents and students as they arrive.
10. Cedarville's mascot. Stinger, makes an appearance 
down the dorm road to welcome new students.
I I .  Parents and new students arrive to move in.
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Fall Bible Conference is the event
that kicks off chapels each year, 
a time for students to orient their
hearts towards God and prepare for 
a time of spiritual growth and com­
munity. This year’s speaker was
pastor Mark Vroegop, a 
Cedarville alumnus from Indiana
Pastor Vroegop Js messages focused 
on how to kill sin before it kills you,
encouraging students to tight sin 
each and every day and find their
FALL BIBLE CONFERENCE
■
THE BATTLE
1. Even before classes begin, the semester kicks off with a 
special series of chapel services.
2. One of Cedarville’s Heartsong teams leads the student 
body in worship.
3. Mark Vroegop, Pastor of College Park Church and 
father to students on campus, speaks at this year’s Fall 
Bible Conference.
4. Pastor Vrogoep shares about the daily battle we have 
with sin -  and how we fight it.
5. Alumnus Luke Richardson leads worship one last time 
with Heartsong.
6. Musicians from all four Heartsong teams join together 
in unity and harmony.
7. Hannah Holbrook and Josiah Kenniv lead worship.
HOMECOMING
Weekend Fun
1. James Ryan plays alongside the orchestra during the 
Homecoming ChapeL
2. Freshmen race across the lake in the cardboard canoes 
they built as part of a class project,
3. Wesley Kimmel plays his alto sax with the Jazz Band.
4. Students and faculty line the lake to watch the annual 
cardboard canoe race across Cedar Lake.
5. Abigail Dewitt shows off her dog, Viola, during Home­
coming Weekend.
6. Iieartsong, alongside the Music and Worship depart­
ment, puts on an outdoor concert after Light the Lake.
7. The alumni office provides students with a free lantern 
for the first Light the Lake event.
Every year staff, students, and
alumni all gather on campus to 
celebrate Homecoming weekend
This year, along with traditions like 
the Homecoming Parade and GU 
in the Fieldhousc, the alumni office 
created the event Light the Lake 
where students could get a free
re was a concert
performed by the Music & Worshi] 
Department along with lleartsong
THE DIARY OF ANNE FRANK
As autumn approached and the leaves began to fall, Cedarville’s theater 
department welcomed the season with the annual fall play. This year the 
department put on The Diary o f Anne Frank. Directed by Diane Conrad 
Merchant, The Diary o f Anne Frank follows the historical plight of the 
Frank family, brought to life by young Anne’s words, depicting the 
struggle o f a Jewish family in hiding during World War II. With a realistic 
set design and an authentic cast, Anne’s life was immortalized from her 
diary to the stage.
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CURTAIN CALL!
1. Anne Frank (Gabrielle Bauman) talks quietly with her 
mother, Mrs. Frank (Heather Lange).
2. Mrs. Frank talks over a meal with Mr. Dussel (Remy 
James Patterson),
3. As Peter van Daan (William Douglas) checks on his cat, 
Mr. Frank (Andrew J. Standley) converses with Anne.
4. Mr. Frank and Anne dance in the attic,
5. Peter kisses Anne on the cheek.
6. Peter van Daan checks on his cat in the attic kitchen.
7. The Franks, the van Daans, and Mr. Dussel celebrate 
Hanukkah.
8. Anne and Peter remove the stars marking them as 
Jewish citizens.
9. The van Daans and the Franks settle into the attic as 
they go into hiding.
13
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Winter is a season of recovery and preparation
CAMPUS CHRISTMAS
1. The Orchestra and Jazz Band combine for the annual 
Christmas Chapel to play holiday favorites.
2. Scenes from The Office are acted out during the dorm 
theme, Popular TV Shows, where the cast runs through a 
CPR and life-saving scene during the series.
3. The violin section plays during the annual Christmas 
Chapel to holiday favorites and hymns.
4. This sloth hangs out in the jungle found in Willetts.
5. Jordan Schlademan dresses up as The Mad Hatter for 
this Alice in Wonderland themed hall in Willetts. She is 
accompanied by the Rabbit during the Tea Party scene of 
the movie.
Students arrived after Thanksgiving break to a campus decked out with 
Christmas decorations. Cedarville hosted many different events and 
traditions during this time of year, like Christmas in the SSC where 
students could have breakfast with Santa, watch the movie Elf, have an 
indoor snowball fight, and sing karoke. This year they also included a 
breakfast in Chuck’s, featuring Christmas stories read by Dr. Kimble, 
Greg Dyson, and Jim Cato. The dorms also got in the holiday spirit by 
adopting a theme and competing with other dorms for the winning title.
5. RA Christy Jesson welcomes visitors to her jungle- 
themed hall in Willetts.
6. Monte and other Pioneer staff members serve “late- 
night5’ breakfast in Chuck's during Campus Christmas.
7. One of the dorms uses the theme of Popular TV Shows 
and includes the Netlfix Original Stranger Things set, 
including the Demogorgon.
8. Cookie-decorating in the lower SSC is one of 
Cedarville’s many traditions during Campus Christmas.
9. Riley Ochs participates in the indoor “snowball fight.”
10. Students line up outside the dorms to see the different 
themes represented.
MISSIONS CONFERENCE
M n g a o m  n o sp iTum y
1. Jennifer DeRryger, a missionary with ABVVE, speaks 
about the ministry she serves with in Togo, Africa.
2. Pastor Tony Merida delivers a message about obeying 
the voice of God and how we are to act towards it.
3. Jennifer DeKryger speaks on her late husband’s impact 
and heart for serving the Lord in Togo.
4. Production services provides a unique backdrop and 
stage set up for the Missions Conference.
5. Tony Merida is the main speaker for this year’s 
Conference and our response as Christians to missions.
6. Melissa Martin and Mitch McIntyre lead worship with 
Heartsong during the conference.
7. SGA worship leader, Kenton Durham, joins Heartsong 
on stage.
ITT pi
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\s students returned to campus
from Christmas break, Cedar vilJe
began the spring semester with
the annual missions conference.
Mission organizations trom all
across the world Hooked to campus
to engage students in ministry,
giving, and prayer regarding
missions. Pastor Tonv Merida
spoke about kingdom hospitality
md obeying the Word of God.
Jennifer DeKryger, a Ccdarville
alumna, also spoke about her
family's medical ministry in Togo,
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THE LION, THE WITCH & THE WARDROBE
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As students returned from Christmas break to the snow-covered campus, 
Cedarville’s theater department welcomed them back with the annual 
winter play. This year, the department put on an adapted version of C.S. 
Lewis’s beloved classic The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe. Written 
for the stage by Joseph Robinette, The Lion, the Witch and the Ward­
robe remains faithful to the source material, depicting the journey of the 
Pevensie children in the magical land of Narnia, protected by Aslan and 
in combat with the White Witch. The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe 
remains timeless, a family tale that truly touches on the deepest aspects
of faith.
FOR NARNIA!
1. The cast of The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe 
assemble for a group photo.
2. Blake Hansher’s Gat fights Teagen Bolin, a Wood 
Nymph. Rebekah Priebe designed the play's costumes.
3. Hunter Johnson’s Edmund sips a warm drink as Merra 
Milender’s White Witch looks on.
4. The Pevensie children discover the wonders of Narnia.
5. The Pevensie children pose in their winter coats.
6. Jordan Fredericks’ Mr. Tumnus plays the flute.
7. Mr. Tumnus and Lucy (Anna Luttenegger) have tea.
8. Peter (Zachary Krauss) battles the White Witch.
9. The Pevensies prepare to head back through the 
wardrobe.
10. Aslan (Nathan Robertson) counsels Lucy and Susan.
SPRING
ACTIVITIES
Uu.sUcrvtlle 
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The beautiful spring came, and when nature resumes her loveliness, 
the human soul is apt to revive also.
- Harriet Ann Jacobs
BASKERVILLE
As spring arrived to campus, or in the case of this year, more snow, 
Cedarville’s theater department put on the annual spring play. This year’s 
production, Ken Ludwig’s Baskerville: A Sherlock Holmes Mystery, fol­
lows the famous detective and his trusty sidekick Watson as they travel to 
the English moors to uncover a family curse before it takes the next heir. 
Hilarity ensues as five actors play more than forty characters with accents, 
disguises, and plots galore.
Elementary, My Dear Watsonl
1. Will Douglas (Sherlock Holmes) and Jordan Fredericks 
(Dr. Watson) pose with their iconic hats in hand.
2. A  body lies prone as the two detectives conduct an 
interview in the background.
3. Jordan Fredericks (Dr. Watson) seems to have an 
epiphany as Will Douglas (Sherlock Holmes) looks on.
4. Paige Baker clutches her throat as Jordan looks on in 
horror.
5. The cast and crew of Baskerville pose for a group photo.
6. Gory Brookins plays one of his fourteen different char­
acters, flourishing a feather pen in his hand.
7. Will Douglas (Sherlock Holmes) is blindfolded as Paige 
Baker and Gory Brookins read a note and look on.
8. Dr. Watson greets the other characters as he arrives 
with his luggage.
9. Paige Baker gestures wildly as Jordan Fredericks and 
Blake Hansher look on quizically.
10. The characters look disgusted at something off stage.
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SOFRESH
PLAY THE NIGHT AWAY!
1. Hope Fischer serves alongside the other volunteers in 
passing out food.
2. Yayira Dzamesi get to sit and color at the coloring 
station.
3. A  Disney sing-along was set up inside the BTS youth 
room as people would challenge each other.
4. Students line the wall as they watch a match of 9-Square 
in the Air.
5. Sophomores and Freshmen fill the BTS while the 
upperclassmen are away at JS. This night was filled with 
games, food, and live music.
6. Students play live music for the people attending 
SoFresh.
7. A  lively eornhole game takes place in the BTS hallway.
As the juniors and seniors celebrate
the coming end of the academic voar
with JS, the freshman and sophomoi
students celebrate on campus with the
event Sorresh. During this time, the
underclassmen gather to celebrate a
themed night with friends and peers
enjoying food, snacks, music, and movie
to commemorate the memories, events
and academic successes throughout
the year, as well as to relax before final
exams.
DRESSED TO THE NINES!
3. Students Hll the dance floor as the night goes on 
2 Friends are captured posing together for a photo before 
the dance begins.
3. Students lute up as they wait to take their pictures in 
front of the gazebo
4. Cedar vi lie’s Jazz Band performs this year at JS arid 
plays classic swing tunes,
3. Kyan Smith spins his date, Jocelyn Quirple, around tire 
dance floor,
(y. This year’s theme is "In Full Swing/
JS
IN FULL SWING
7. Gabrielle Bauman joins her friends as they gather 
together at the event.
8. Ashten Crank and Emiiy Deceglie pose for a photo 
together under the gazebo.
9. Samuel Harper and Kaitlyn Pees enjoy each other’s 
company at the dance.
10. Jared Smith and Kelsey De Pree swing the night away.
11. Rebekah Sheard and Christian Vaflor pose for a photo 
before the event begins. Christian was a part of this year’s 
JS committee.
The Junior/Senior dance signals the final stretch of the 
semester. With the upperclassmen’s time on campus nearing 
its end, JS celebrates the friendships and accomplishments 
they’ve made. This year’s theme for the dance was “ In Full 
Swing” and was held at the Savannah Center in Cincinnati. 
Students spent the evening reminiscing about their time at 
Cedarville, enjoying scrumptious food, and dancing the night 
away!
ELUV
Our Anthem
1. Priscilla Gonzalez, Hannah First, and Hannah Mahlum 
are all a part of a big group of ladies who did a clever cos­
tume adaptation of “when life gives you lemons.”
2. Hitting bone-chilling notes, Arielle Feustel wows the 
audience with“ Stone Gold,” by Demi Lovato.
3. Noah Darnell sings his heart out to “Eye of the Tiger.”
4. The evening opens with “The Greatest Show.”
5. Jeremiah Vroegop draws the crowd in with the popular 
song “Sadie Hawkins Dance.”
6. The weather/news crew blows the judges away by 
stealing the best costume award.
7. These “e’s” line the lake as students start filing into line, 
waiting for the doors to open.
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Elliv is one of Ccdarville's most 
anticipated events of the year. Many 
different talents were showcased at 
this event, bringing together musical 
abilities, dance, and comedy. Elliv 
was a chance for the student body 
to gather together and reflect on 
the school year. Even' year prizes 
are awarded, various skits are 
performed, and many students dress 
up in costumes.
DIPLOMA TIME!
J The Fischer family celebrates their daughter Kelly’s
recent accomplish meats.
2 = Commencement brim's in family and friends from all 
ov er and draws the community of Cedarville together.
3. These girls ti >ss up their caps to celebrate
4. Seniors reflect tat their time at Cedarville.
5. .lohnathan Zavodnev snaps a celebratory sc!lie with his 
mom alter the ceremony.
6. don Wood passes off the diploma to Michael McDonald 
as he walks across the stage.
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ALUMNI AT LAST!
7. Haley Peritt celebrates with surrounding family after the 
ceremony with a big group photo.
8. Renton Durham congratulates his fellow graduate .
9. Ryan Sprague poses for a photo after the ceremony.
10. Audrey Rutt beams with joy after commencement.
11. Harrison Elkins proudly flashes his diploma amongst 
his fellow graduates.
This year, Cedarville celebrated its 122nd annual commencement 
ceremony, with 775 students graduating and becoming alumni. Family, 
friends, faculty, and staff came from all over the country, and the world, to 
support their graduates and to help them celebrate this milestone. In his 
commencement address, Dr. White reminded students of the four sermon 
series they’ve experienced here at Cedarville, exhorting them to lean 
into the Word, walk in wisdom, fear the Lord, and have steadfast faith. Dr. 
White encouraged students to trust God, for He is faithful, and challenged 
them to go out into the world as ambassadors of Christ.
Commencement was a time of
celebration and also a time of
reflection -  reflection on the
past four years, the memories 
made, and the friends gained. 
While it was the end of their time
at Cedarville, graduation was 
just the start of another chapter. 
Commencement celebrated the
students’ accomplishments and the 
excellence that they portrayed in 
their academies. From here these
students only move forward
COMMENCEMENT CONTINUED
THE END...
1* Students beam with excitement after receiving their 
diplomas.
2. All aspects of campus reflect the celebration of 
commencement as seniors leave campus for the last time.
3. Myla Patten celebrates the end of her time at Cedarville 
among her classmates.
4. Senior Glass President Catherine Milliron speaks in 
front of faculty, students, and parents for a final time.
5. The diploma is in hand; the tassel has been moved. It is 
on to the next adventure for this graduate.
6. The Johnston family celebrates with their recent 
graduate, Elizabeth.
7. Jon Wood congratulates and passes off the diploma to 
Marc Agee.
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“Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change the world”
- Nelson Mandala
SLP / S6A
STUDENT-LED SERVICE
1. Meet the SGA team: Sharri Hall, 
Nicholas Elder, Ryan Smith, Meagan 
Grotte, Indhira Adames, David Garter, 
Alexander Paat, Mojadesinuola Adejokun, 
Catherine Milliron,
2. Alyssa Bergthold leads the student body 
in worship.
3. Alexander Paat and Dr. White entertain 
the student body during the annual Live at 
Ten event during SGA chapel.
4. SLP puts on different themed ALT 
nights thorughout the year.
5. Dominique Gouser serves the student 
body as a Rinnova barista.
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6 CAMPUS EXPERIENCE
6. Kenton Durham leads the student body 
in worship alongside the SGA Chapel 
band.
7. Corinna Ward serves students, faculty, 
and guests as they arrive on campus at the 
beginning of the year.
8. This year’s Campus Experience team 
poses together for a group photo at the 
start of the year.
-»Jl \ * ti M i
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ALT NIGHTS
ALT Nights were a valuable part of the Cedarville community. Each 
semester SCAB hosted 2 ALT nights, showing the movies Remember the 
Titans, L ilo &  Stich, Cool Runnings, and The Greatest Showman. A t
each o f these events, they offered multiple showings of the movies as well 
as special activities that went along with the movie themes -  like pumpkin 
carving, laser tag, corn hole, Olympic-style curling, and caricatures.
Food trucks arrived on campus, and various other snacks like popcorn 
and cupcakes were provided as well. Rinnova always released a specialty 
drink to match each movie.
ALT NIGHT!
1. Students line up in the SSC, waiting for the ALT Night to
begin.
2. Morgan O ’Neil, Abi Wisser, Berkley Benson, and other 
students draw caricatures for their fellow students.
3. Students are able to experience virutal reality at an ALT 
Night.
4. Michael Brocker and David McDonell play curling 
during a winter Olympic-themed ALT Night.
5. The Columbus Zoo visits campus with a proeupine 
friend.
6. Alex Totten plays corn hole with friends.
7. During the L ib  & Stitch ALT Night, students enjoy 
snow cones.
8. Students enjoy dinner together from the local food 
trucks visiting campus for an ALT Night.
9. Students line up to enjoy a tasty meal from a food truck.
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GRIDIRON CLASSIC
READY, SET, HIKE
1. Junior Jon Shaw, Lawlor’s quarterback for the game, 
dodges his opponent from the Hill.
2. Students flood the stands every year at Cedar Cliff High 
School for the famous Printy vs. Maddox and Lawlor vs. 
Hill flag-football games,
3. Printy and Maddox take the line, giving Maddox 
possesion of the ball. Printy took home the win,
4. Emily Goodwin pushes through Maddox players and 
makes a play toward the endzone.
5. Captains and coaches hold up a banner for the Lawlor 
guys to run through at the beginning of the game.
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MOONLIGHT MADNESS
SEASON STARTER
1. Men’s and Women’s basketball coaches run out at the 
beginning of the event.
2. Dr. Jason Lee jumps up for a shot during the faculty 
game.
3. Both faculty teams high-five and shake hands after their 
annual game.
4. Senior Kaitlyn Holm and junior Abigail Wolford carry in 
their teammate junior Regina Hochstetier to kick off the 
celebration.
As November began and fall was in full swing, campus morale escalated 
as Gridiron approached. An event steeped in tradition, Gridiron pitted 
Lawlor against the Hill and Printy against Maddox in the most anticipated 
flag-football game o f the year. Under the Friday night lights, Cedarville 
students enjoyed a night o f friendly rivalry in the chilly football stands, 
enjoying food trucks and hot chocolate as the games were in full swing. In 
another traditional fall event, the basketball season begian with Moonlight 
Madness, an evening shining the spotlight on players, past and present.
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ORG WARS
THE ULTIMATE WAR
1. Jonathan Inman, member of Alpha Chi, assembles a 
product using items given during “Shark Tank.”
2. KZP girls pose for a picture during Org Wars’ own 
version of “Shark Tank.”
3. Men from OPE, DTR, and Alpha Chi all act out their skit 
during “Talent Show Night,” where each org was given a 
different talent.
4. Members of MISO put their heads together to 
collaborate during the event.
5. PEB rallies together to put on their sock puppet show.
6. Ash ten Crank and Abbey Jacobs work with their org 
members to make sock puppets for the talent show.
7. Ian Waltz walks around with Alpha Chi’s “product”they 
came up with during “Shark Tank.”
Every year, SGA hosts Org Wars, 
which brings all of the orgs on 
campus together for some friendly 
competition and a chance to win 
$500 for their group. Each night 
had a different thcmc/ehallenge to 
complete, ranging from a scavenger 
hunt to a talent show, and ending 
with a lip-sync battle between orgs.
vear s winner was i
with PEB coming in second, and AIA  
finishing third. All 3 groups earned 
money for their organizations.
CONCERTS
1. Timothy True plays alongside Hannah Bahorik with the
Jazz Band.
2. Rapper Shai Lynne performs a concert for the student 
body and community during his visit on campus.
3. Gigi Gearheart worships with the student body during 
the live recording event.
4. Tori Butts leads the student body in worship with 
Heartsong at their live recording event.
5. Singer and songwriter Paul Baloche is the featured artist 
at this year’s Worship 4:24 conference.
Music unites people all over the world, and on campus that was no 
different -  music being an important part of the experience here on 
campus. Throughout the year, the student body enjoyed various worship 
nights, and Heartsong held a special live-recording event. Cedarville’s 
numerous concert bands performed as well. Individuals, local bands, 
and a capella groups like the Inversions held showcases and concerts 
throughout the course of the year as well.
irowHfluiftfiw&trtitejii
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6. Amanda Staufer plays the violin in unison with the 
orchestra.
7. Nikki Lerner sings alongside Paul Baloche, introducing 
spontaneous ways to worship.
8. Heartsong leads the student body in worship during 
their live recording event.
9. Cedarville’s Orchestra performs for the student body.
10. Church staff from all over the country gather to wor­
ship with Paul Baloche and a volunteer choir during the 
Worship 4:24 conference.
t
BEYOND BORDERS
1. Briann Johnson interacts with local children while 
adminstering basic medical care to the community.
2 The Peril team prepares for their trip to serve, 
spreading the Gospel at a childcare facility.
3. Gedarville students travel to Turkey to lead a Christian 
camp for missionary kids.
4. These men prepare to head to Memphis, Tennessee to 
renovate homes over spring break.
5. Jared Smith and David Long pose for a photo during 
their trip to France.
(>. 'The Mexico team poses for the group photo before their 
departure. Senior Josie Grooms led this group.
I GLOBAL OUTREACH
SERVING WORLDWIDE
7. This team of students ministers to different communi­
ties around New York city, teaching ESL classes during 
their visit.
8. James Ryan hangs out with the missionary kids at the 
river during the summer trip to Turkey.
9. Freshman Julia Olsen serves local Honduran residents 
alongside her team, who provided basic medical care and 
health education during their trip.
10. Serving in Haiti, these students minister and show love 
to children at a local orphanage.
11. Serving at Baptist Children's Home in Michigan, these 
ladies interact with and love on the children in foster care 
at their facility and help out with various work projects at 
the home.
This year Christian Ministries hosted over forty-five local and fifteen 
domestic outreach teams. Global outreach had 8,945 partipcants through 
their local, domestic, and international settings and served 124 mission 
fields to date. Over spring break alone, sixteen different teams were sent 
out to serve. Christian Ministries deployed teams throughout the school 
year as well as over the summer -  stateside and internationally. This year, 
senior Priscila Gonzalez was able to lead a spring break trip back to her 
home town in Ecuador.
STUDENT LIFE
-
“Twenty years from now you will be more disappointed by the things that you didn’t 
do than by the ones that you did do. So throw off the bowlines. Sail away from safe 
harbor. Catch the wind in your sails. Explore. Dream. Discover”
-M ark Twain


&$$only aim is to finish the race and complete the task the Lord Jesus 
has given me -  the task of testifying to the good news of G od ’s grace.
Acts 20:24
MEN’S SOCCER
GOAL!
1. Senior John Schwien attacks the ball and strikes down 
field, Schwien was selected for the United Soccer Coaches 
Division II All-Midwest Region Second Team,
2. Junior Cole Butaud gains control of the ball.
3. Sophomore TJ Milby takes a shot on goal.
4. Ben Johnson makes a cross-field pass to his teammate 
junior Bryce Childers,
SEASON HIGHLIGHTS
OHIO VALLEY 11-0-3
DAVIS & ELKINS 11-1-2
FINDLAY 11-3
ALDERSON BROADDUS 7-5-2
TREVEGGA 7-6-1
OHIO DOMINICAN 7-7
WALSH 6-8
LAKE ERIE 3-11
KENTUCKY WESLEYAN 1-12-1
MALONE 1-13
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WOMEN’S SOCCER
SEASON HIGHLIGHTS
OHIO VALLEY 
DAVIS & ELKINS 
FINDLAY
ALDERSON BROADDUS
URSULINE
TREVECCA
OHIO DOMINICAN
WALSH
LAKE ERIE
KENTUCKY WESLEYAN 
MALONE
12- 0-1
1- 10-3 
4-9-1
2-  10-2
7-6
6-5-3
11- 2-1
11-3
4- 9-1
5- 8-1 
2-8-4
FOR THE WIN
1. Sophomore Kaitlyn Walters dribbles the ball down the 
field.
2. Junior Grace Miorelli fights off two defenders for a 
touch on the ball. Miorelli was named to the United Soccer 
Coaches Division II All-Midwest Region Second Team for 
the second time.
3. Junior Creslyn Van Dyck batdes against her defender 
for control of the ball.
4. Freshman Taylor Noll rises above her opponent to get 
her head on the ball.
MEN’S CROSS COUNTRY
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IN THE LEAD
1. Sophomore Andrew Test as runs alongside 5 other 
newcomers to the team and earns All-America 
recognition.
2. Senior Zac Bowen, a four year distance runner, earns 
All-America recognition alongside 3 of his teammates.
3. Cedarville runs as a team until the pack disperses and 
leaders emerge.
4. Daniel Michalski is nominated as individual qualifier for 
the NCAA Division II Men’s Gross Country Championship 
and also receives the NCC AA Wheeler Award.
SEASON HIGHLIGHTS
QUEEN CITY 
FRIENDSHIP 
ALL-OHIO 
LEWIS
WILMINGTON 
G-MAG 
NCAA MW 
NCCAA
4 of 6
1 of 12 
8 of 38
15 of 31 
21 of 30 
3 of 10 
8 of 28
2 of 13
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WOMEN’S CROSS COUNTRY
THE FINISH LINE
1. Cedarvilie runners compete alongside numerous 
schools. The women’s team brought home their 11th 
Championship for NGGAA.
2. Rachel Sweeney leads the pack going into the finish
line.
3. Sophomore Grace Norman runs in stride during the 
meet. Norman competed in the 2016 Paralympics.
4. Cedarvilie competes in many meets across the region. 
This year they earned the nuumber 4 slot at the GMAC 
meet.
SEASON HIGHLIGHTS
QUEEN CITY 4 of 7
FRIENDSHIP 3 of 13
ALL-OHIO 6 of 40
LEWIS 11 o f34
G-MAG 4 of 12
NCAA MW 11 of 28
NGGAA 1 of 13
WOMEN’S VOLLEYBALL
SEASON HIGHLIGHTS
OHIO VALLEY 4-14
DAVIS & ELKINS 8-10
FINDLAY 15-2
ALDERSON BROADDUS 3-15
TREVEGGA 2-15
OHIO DOMINICAN 3-14
WALSH 13-5
LAKE ERIE 15-3
KENTUCKY WESLEYAN 9-8
MALONE 12-6
URSULINE 3-15
HILLSDALE 15-2
BUMP! SET! SPIKE!
1. Freshman Sierra Schuitema jumps up to set the ball for 
teammate Gabby Olsen.
2. Freshman Autumn Foust receives the opposing team’s 
serve.
3. Senior Gabby Olsen jumps up for the spike. Olsen 
was named to the GCA Division II All-Midwest Region 
Volleyball Second Team for the season.
4. The team celebrates after scoring. The team ended 
their season with an overall record of 17-16.
MEN’S GOLF
SEASON HIGHLIGHTS
Ohio Dominican Classic 631
GMAC Fall Invitational 465
NCCAA Midwest Regional 592
NGAA DII Midwest Regional 643
Cedarville Invitational 646
NCCAA Championship N/A
Findlay Invitational 622
Ohio Dominican Bill Blazer Memorial 631
Taylor Shootout 309
Gannon Invitational N/A
GMAC Championship 94 8
UP TO PAR
1. The golf team: Isaac Wood, Mitchell Creamer, Jacob 
Adams, Jordan Reese, Ben Sheard, Carter Ehms, Kyle 
Tillinghast, Hayden James, Jared Hoelzen
2. Hayden James takes a big swing. James returned for 
his second season with the jackets and averaged 83.90 
strokes per 18 holes.
3. Carter Ehms looks big and swings his driver. Ehms tied 
for fifth in the conference tournament at 73-78-75-226.
4. Stuck in the bunker, Mitchell Creamer swings hard to 
get the ball out of the sand. Creamer began his first season 
with the jackets.
MEN'S BASKETBALL
SEASON HIGHLIGHTS
OHIO VALLEY 2-18
DAVIS & ELKINS 5-15
FINDLAY 19-1
ALDERSON BROADDUS 11-9
TREVECCA 5-15
OHIO DOMINICAN 12-8
WALSH 14-6
LAKE ERIE 10-10
KENTUCKY WESLEYAN 9-11
MALONE 12-8
HILLSDALE 13-7
OHIO DOMINICAN 12-8
CEDARVILLE 8-12
NOTHING BUT NET
1. Senior guard Patrick Bain goes up for the shot as 
sophomore guard Colton Linkous blocks the opposition.
2. Senior guard Evan Kraatz dribbles down the court. 
Kraatz has appeared in every game Cedarville has played 
during his four-year career.
3. Colton Linkous goes up for the shot. Linkous scored 
nine points in the win over Marysville.
4. Patrick Bain attempts a lay-up. Bain was named to the 
NCGAA Midwest Second Team as a junior,
5. The team looks on as Evan Kraats sets up for a perfect 
shot.
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
WHAT A SHOT!
6. Freshman guard Ashlyn Huffman goes for the lay-up.
7. Junior guard Regina Hochstetler attempts a shot at the 
net. Hochstetler started all 29 games she appeared in.
8. Senior forward Breanne Watterworth goes up for the 
tip-off. Watterworth started all 30 games in the season.
9. Junior guard Baylee Bennett sets up a fantastic shot. 
Bennett was the second-leading scorer with 13.4 points 
per game.
10. The Lady Jackets gather for a team huddle.
SEASON HIGHLIGHTS
OHIO VALLEY 0-22
DAVIS & ELKINS 7-15
FINDLAY 17-5
ALDERSON BROADDUS 4-18
URSULINE 16-6
TREVEGGA 8-14
OHIO DOMINICAN 14-8
WALSH 17-5
LAKE ERIE 9-13
KENTUCKY WESLEYAN 11-11
MALONE 8-14
CEDARVILLE 18-4
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MEN’S TENNIS
Ready, Set, Serve y%
1. Gedarville’s Men’s Tennis poses for a team photo with 
their coach.
2. Matt Brumbaugh returns the volley. Brumbaugh was 
selected to the All-America First team.
3. Alex Totten moves to return the serve.
4. Jonathan Glass returned for his final year with the 
jackets, holding the top spot in singles victories on the 
team.
5. Ghris Tsibouris reaches to hit the ball. Tsibouris joins 
the jackets as a freshman.
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WOMEN’S TENNIS
SEASON HIGHLIGHTS
HILLSDALE 14-4
DAVIS & ELKINS 7-9
FINDLAY 10-9
ALDERSON BROADDUS 0-10
URSULINE 1-7
WALSH 11-12
KENTUCKY WESLEYAN 5-11
CEDARVILLE 10-9
ACE!
6. The Cedarville Women’s Tennis Team poses for a team
photo with their coach.
7. Freshman Laura Bowen jumps to return the ball.
8. Junior Rosie Thompson leans to return the serve. 
Thompson tallied a second-best 15 wins in singles.
9. Junior Olivia Ancil moves to return the volley. Ancil 
posted a 7-5 singles mark during this season.
10. Senior Kendyll Heydt winds up for a swing.
BASEBALL
TAKE ME OUT TO THE BALL GAME
1. Conner TenHove winds up his pitch. TenHove joins the 
Jackets for his first year on the team.
2. Head Coach Mike Manes watches from the sidelines as 
his team plays Ohio Dominican.
3. Josh Kneeland high-fives his teammate in passing. 
Rneeland wrapped up his final year with the jackets where 
he led the team in innings pitched and strikeouts.
4. Logan Eby winds up for the swing. Eby returned as an 
outfielder for his second year with the jackets.
5. The team huddles around the mound for a strategy 
meeting during the game.
SEASON HIGHLIGHTS
OHIO VALLEY 9-18
DAVIS & ELKINS 4-21
FINDLAY 15-10
ALDERSON BROADDUS 9-18
TREVECCA 15-9
OHIO DOMINICAN 18-7
WALSH 16-11
LAKE ERIE 14-13
KENTUCKY WESLEYAN 17-19
MALONE 18-9
HILLSDALE 17-10
CEDARVILLE 4-21
SOFTBALL
WHAT A CATCH!
6. Kara Eiginger dives to catch the ball.
7. Kacey Smith hurls a pitch toward homebase.
8. Catcher Morgan Arbogast throws the ball back to the 
mound after a catch.
9. Sarah Parsons mentally prepares for the game.
10. Hannah Lord slides into home before the catcher 
makes contact.
SEASON HIGHLIGHTS
OHIO VALLEY 3-21
DAVIS & ELKINS 10-9-1
FINDLAY 17-5
ALDERSON BROADDUS 4-18
URSULINE 10-13-1
TREVECGA 15-9
OHIO DOMINICAN 18-6
WALSH 9-13
LAKE ERIE 10-12
KENTUCKY WESLEYAN 12-12
MALONE 6-16
CEDARVILLE 19-5
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MEN'S TRACK
NCAA CHAMPIONSHIP RESULTS
Bethel (Ind.)
Dallas Baptist 
Gedarville 
Greenville 
York (Neb.)
McMurry 
Roberts Wesleyan 
Grace 
Warner
Emmanuel (Ga.)
Ottawa University (A Z )
B re wtori-Parker 
Southwestern Christian 
V irginina-Lynchburg
133
118
100
82
70
64
43
36
25
22
16
9
9
3
RUN THE RACE
1. Josiah Bernard strides ahead of the competition during 
sprints. Bernard is a third-time GMAG First Team sprinter.
2. The Men’s Track team poses for their annual group 
photo,
3. Caleb Snyder leaps in the long jump event. Snyder was 
on the GMAG Second Team as the triple jump runner up 
with the best effort of 42-0.50.
4. Lane Hluch winds up the shot put for the launch. Hlueh 
was on the GMAG Second Team after finishing as the 
runner up in the weight thrown with a heave of 47-6.50.
5. Aaron Sturgeon hurls over the bar during the pole 
vault event. Sturgeon completed his final season with the 
Jackets this year.
WOMEN’S TRACK
WHAT A JUMP!
6. The Women’s Track team poses for their annual group 
photo.
7. Jodi Johnson leaps over the hurdles and races ahead 
of her opponents. She produced her outdoor season-best 
effort of 1:11.69 in the 400m hurdles.
8. Lauren Willow throws her body over the high jump. 
Willow started her first year with the track and volleyball 
team as a two-sport athlete.
9. Lyndsey Smith runs and launches into the long jump.
NCAA CHAMPIONSHIP RESULTS
Cedarville 168
Dallas Baptist 116
Roberts Wesleyan 104
McMurry 75
Bethel (Ind.) 57
York (Neb.) 49
Warner 43
Greenville 36
Belhaven 18
Ottawa University (A Z ) 14
Southwestern Christian 9
Grace 4
Brewton-Parker 3
CHEERLEADING
GO J-A-C-K-E-T-S !
1. The cheer team balances precariously on one another’s 
hands and shoulders.
2. Three lady Yellow Jackets are lifted high by their male 
teammates.
3. The Yellow Jackets balance a teammate parallel to the 
court floor.
4. The Yellow Jacket cheeleaders pose for a team photo.
5. A lady Yellow Jacket performs an impressive flip, her
male teammates ready to catch her.
ICLUB SPORTS
PLAY ON!
1. The men’s ultimate team, Swarm, show off their muddy 
jerseys after a long day of competing. They placed 6th 
overall in the region.
2. Both teams bind together for a scrum to restart the play 
after a foul, Cedarville plays many different teams around 
the area.
3. Celebrating after their tournament, the women’s rugby 
team poses for a photo.
4. For the first time, an all-women’s club ultimate team, 
Queen Bee, competes with other teams throughout 
the Ohio Valley region. They finished 8th overall at the 
regional tournament.
5. Renae Haskins goes in for the tackle.
6. Zach Tanner shuffles to move past his opponent.
STUDENT ORGS
ALPHA CHI ALPHA IOTA ALPHA
M en’s social and professional org M en’s nursing and fellowship org
ALPHA SIGMA LAMBDA APHA-ASP
Prom oting the use of sign language to deaf and hearing community Academ y of student pharmacy org
AYO BIOLOGY CLUB
Developing artistic dance to bring glory to God Bringing together b io logy majors
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CHI THETA PI
Health-science professional org
GERMAN CLUB
Promoting the German language and culture
MILITARY SERVICE ORGANIZATION
Military student service org
CLOSE QUARTERS TACTICAL
NERF combat org
K9S AT THE VILLE
Service-dog-in-training org
MISO
Promoting global cultures
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MU KAPPA
National organization to unite missionary kids
OPE
Men’s service and social org
PHI EPSILON BETA
Women’s fellowship org
PSI KAPPA THETA
Psychology org
SNPHA
National pharmacy professional org
SIGMA PHI LAMBDA
Men’s service and social org
STUDENT ORGS
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
STUDENT LEADERSHIP TEAM
Business leadership student org
SOCIETY OF WOMEN ENGINEERS
Academic and service org
TAU BETA PI
Engineering Honors Society
TAU DELTA KAPPA
Honors org
STUDENT ORGS
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FACULTY 
AND STAFF
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"Teaching is a very noble profession that shapes the 
character, caliber, and the future of an individual.
- A. P . .L Abdul Kalam
SCHOOLS AND DEPARTMENTS
ART, THEATRE, & DESIGN BIBLICAL & THEOLOGICAL STUDIES
COMMUNICATIONBUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
EDUCATION ENGINEERING & COMPUTER 
SCIENCE
ENGLISH, LITERATURE, & MODERN 
LANGUAGES
KINESIOLOGY AND ALLIED HEALTH
NURSING SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS
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FAC/STAFF
SOCIAL WORK 5 YEAR SERVICE AWARD
10 YEAR SERVICE AWARD 15 YEAR SERVICE AWARD
20 YEAR SERVICE AWARD
Serving his fifth year as President 
for Gedarville’s campus, Dr, 
Thomas White walked the student 
body through Proverbs during his 
chapel series “The Way of Wisdom, 
Dr. White focused on Proverbs 
9:10; “The fear of the Lord is the 
beginning of wisdom.” This verse, 
a main theme in his messages, tells
:i constant in the Christian w
Phrough it all. White reminded us
God is faithful; you can trust Him
FRESHMEN
Emily Aaserud
Matthew Allen
Cylie Aronsohn
Madeline Barnes
Brianna Bence
Gabriel Abke Kimberly Acevedo Cyle Adams
Andrew Ashley
Katelynn Allwood Matthew
Ammerman
Zachary Ashley Lauren Atienza
Nathaniel
Arington
Leah Anderton Thomas Ansiel
Emily Aubrey Isaac Ayala Devin Baab
Emily Bader Nicholas Baldwin Michael
Barahona
Andrew Barnhart Abeth Baskar Alex Batts Samuel Bautista Sarah Bean Breanna Beers
Lauren
Bernhardt
Sarah Benko Lukas Benson Katherine Bisel Jackson Bishop Jillian Black
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Grant Boldt Ian Bolin
Taylor Booth Laura Bowen Kyle Brewer Abigail Brown Daniel Brown Elyna Brown
Emily Brubaker Isaac Bueknell Micah Buckner Jonathan Builta Emerson Burghart Abigail Burkholder
Meghan Burns Eleanora Burrows Zachariah Byrum Joshua Carlson Brooke Carothers Abbigail Carraher
Megan Coates Alyssa Cole Kelly Coleman Tamara Coleman Mary Collins
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Teagen Bolin
Sydney Browni ng
Hannah Burkholder
Emily Carson
Joshua Gizauskas
Kaziah Conrad
Maegan Gropsey Angela Gross Mason Gross Susanna Crouch Deborah Curran Luke Custer Wesley Darst
Robert Davidson Bethan Davis Elise Davis Emily Davis Noah Davis Lia Decoste Melinda Deel
Paige Dehaven Luke Denen Case Denouden Nathaniel Deroehie Ella Di Toma Isaac Dickson Dylan Dixon
Drew Domer Amber Dougherty Kristen Doyle Megan Duddy Andrew Dunbar Noah Duncan Elizabeth Dunkel
Abigail Dye Yavira Dzamesi Abigail Edsell Anna Edwards Emily Edwards Emma Ellens Kaily Ellis
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Kayley Evans Meghan Eveland Rachelle Everswick Allie Eybers Angela Farlow Abbigail Fearday Riley Felt
Katherine Fry Joelle Gallardo Adrianna Gardilcic Philip Gebauer Brendan Geist Alex Gessner Luke Giannoutsos
Samantha Gibbs Benjamin Giffen Emily Gifford Joshua Gilmore Alisha Goodall Joshua Gore Ashley Gosman
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Makayla Gwinn
Natalie Harper
Cameron Heichel
Emma Hill
Ava Hoops
Avery Graham Peter Grinalds Alexea Groters Jonathon Grunenwald Sarah Guekenberger Philip Gusmano
Emily Harris Rebekah Hartman Abigail Heckman Jessica HedlundErin Harris Jacob Harris
Carson Hemphill Courtland
Hendershot
Jeremy Hershey Michael Hiett Isaiah HigginsVictoria Heldman
Lauren Hollins Hunter Holst
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Elaina Hutton Leanne Hyatt Sarah Igleheart
Daniel Jagod Jared Jaquish Shamin Jegan Morgan Jenkins Anna Jennings Vein Jo Benjamin Johnson
Claire Kaiser Hannah Karayan Paul Kempton Christian Kennedy Katelyn Kennedy David Kenyon Timothy Kessler
Ye Eun Kim Anna King Colin King Anna Kinsinger Allison Kirby Madison Rlemm Rebekah Kline
Joseph Kornegay Joshua Kortje Eva Kramer David Kravets Timberly Kreiner Emily Kuhn Tanner Kunz
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Joslyn Laflamme
Savannah Lindsey
Addalyn Love
Ian Macphail-Fausey
Luke Martineau
Kelsey Laing Tessa Landrum
McKayla Lee Ciara Lehman Ethan Leist Lauren Lightbody Sarah Lilly Brooke Lindaberry
Grant Linville Katie Linville Daniel Lively Nathan Lloyd Alexis Long Trevor Loula
Victoria Lowe Thomas Lowry Andrew Luiken Emma Luman Katherine Macchia Kiley Mach
Christina Maoris Vtderyia Malashevich Ethan Manley Ethan Mansfield Nieole Marrs Madelaine Martens
Brianna Maschinot Makenna Mason Emily Massey Joy-Ruth Mathews Kelsey Matthews Gorrie Matthias
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Emily Mattock* NoiJ.li Maurer Emma Mayse Mariah Mayse Elizabeth McAlesrer Grace McCoy
Mark McGuire Shelby McGuire Cody McIntyreShane McGregor Mieah McKanna Matthew McMahon
Alexan dra McMurray Ahna Mcllmger Richard Militello Katelyn Miller Liene Miller Sarah Miller
Kristina Mills Andrew Moore Caleb Moreen
Wesley Moss Juan Munoz Abigail Murray Parker MusiekAdeline Moro Jared Myers
Meredith Nelson Jordan Nerderman Madeline Neumann Rachel Newman Joanna Niesley Joshua Noel
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Abigail MoDolc
Andrew McMillan
Katie Milligan
Avery Moritz
Ariana Nelson
Taylor Noll
Virginia Nyberg Richard Nyquist Haile O’Neal Matthew Oh Nathanael Olander Beth Oldham Brittney Oliver
Julia Olsen Noah Orme Renee Pace Alexandra Paris Shelby Parschauer Samantha
Passamonte
Jeremy Patricca
Austin Patterson Sarah Paulding Jason Paulus Olivia Peak Matthew Peel Jordan Penrod Michela Perry
Kristina Petersen Joshua Peterson Jack Petroff Mitchell Petroff Madison Pierce Madelynn Pitcher Breanna Potts
Aaron Price Stephen Price Michaela Proffitt Jeffrey Proulx Emma Purkey Lydia Quandt Austin Ragan
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Sierra Ross Mary Ann Rouland Anna RowellShawn Ross
Charity Ruegsegger Carolyn Russo Lauren Ryan Seth Salisbury Emma Sargent Christian Sarmiento
Ashley Riddle
Coby Roseman
Sunila Rueb
Anna Satterthwaite
Meredith Schrock
Kyle Semmelroth
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Amelia Seward Jessica Sexton LectaShade Hannah Shaffer Rachel Shaffer Olivia Shake
Courtney Shandiok I si ah Shannon Nicholas Shauf Benjamin Sbeard Jacob Sheets Elizabeth Shins barker
Lauren Simmons Emily Smisek Benjamin Smith Brooke Smith
Kayla Snyder Chloe Sodcmis Andrea Soriano Sophia Spangler Kurt Speed Nicole Spencer
Andrew Stein
■» ’#■/
Ian Step toe Hannah Stewart
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Rachel Stewart Ryan Stikeleather Madeline Stouffer Miranda Strobl Bethany Sullivan Zhiyuan Sun Colette Sweers
Brianna Taylor Mva Taylor Christopher
Tenhundfeld
Keilah Tawney Montgomery Thayer
Katrina Tucker Andrew Tuttle Daniel Urban Adam Vaflor David Vance Olivia Varga Matthew Vaughn
Caroline Wacome Micah WaldenMackenzie Wade Rebekah Washburn Grace Watkins Ilona WebelHannah Walker
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Justin Webster Joanna Weidensee Brienna Weigner Aaron Weiss Garina Welker Lauren WellsAnna Webner
Megan Whitney Jordan Whitdes Victoria Wick Nathan Wicker Katrina Wiebe
Amy Wikrent Derek Williams Gorrin Winsor Grace Winter Katelyn WinterWesley Williams
Isaac Wood Evan WoodallSamuel Wittel Lydia WoltermanMichael Winter Natasha Witt
Wynndelle Laura Woodman Brian Wright Caleb Wright
Woodhouse
Isaac Wright Macey Wymer Hannah Yannie
Morgan Yarosh Madison Yocum Jonathan Young Matthew Young Delaney Yutzy Alex Zaage Timothy Zamora
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Brynna Zellner
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Katherine Adair Joshua Adkins Anson Allard Isabelle Armstrong McKenna Armstrong Kori Beal Naomi Benton
Donna Bcrgoon Kylie Beste
Zachary Brctz Emma Burgess Lindsav Burt Claire Burton
Jordiui Clingenpeel Connor Cohea
Olivia Coon Evan Cornwall Megan Gv&mmen David Daugherty Shim non Davis Tyler Deilaperute Stepltanle Dickson
Carissa Dobson William Douglas Briamia Driver Denise Dykema Arianna Edwards Conrad Esbenshadc Galen Esper
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Stephen Gaynier Melissa Gernert
h
David Gibbs Thalia-Marie Alexandria Haddix
Gonzalez
Breanna Hamilton Jacqueline Hansen
Lanissa Hayes Hannah Heft Nicholas Heist Alexis Hensley Elisabeth Hess Brooke HieronymusSarah Harris
Kaitlin Jarboe Joshua Jenks Sarah Jennings Amia Johnson Sarah Johnson Savannah Johnson Ryan Kerby
Gailyn Krai] Andrew LemcsurierNia LearnedAbigail Krakora
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James McEIroy Andrew McKay Halee McPherson John Menconi
Alana Miller Aricka Mitchell Benjamin Moses Marylou Mumme Jacob Mundell Marshall Munsell Emma Nice
Daniel Nowery Logan O’BrienBrianna Noller
Joel Pensworth Caroline Phillips Kimberly Powell
Jonathan Ogle
Dillon Ragan Allison Ramsey
Emily Partridge
Carolyn Raquet
Sarah Pennington
Christiana Rasey
Davina San Ariel Schantz Christy Schloemer Garrett Scott Wesley Shawver Amiel Shearer Stephen Smithers
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Lydia Snell Erie Souder Chelsea Spitzer Nathaniel Steiner Faith Stewart Abigail Stratman Daniel Swank
Noah Townsend Chloe Vann Lydia Watson
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Shelby Ahlborg Rebecca Amacher Emily Anderson Stephen Anson Andrew Ballentine Alyssa Beals
Aaron Gannon Chad Clark Trenton Classen Catherine Clemons Abigail Cline Jachin Cline
Ryan Coffman Noah Cutting Callie Dunn Danielle Dykema Miranda Dyson Gayla Eckley
Shannon Gebauer Marisa George Elena Hein Glara Hendrickson Jake Hibbitt Victoria Holmes
Christopher Bell
Laurel Bryant
Amelia Clontz
Susanna Edwards
Jordan Fredericks
Kyle Hooper
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John Kuhn Wade Kyser Jaylyn Laflamme Anna LutteneggerGhloe LanceWyatt Kyser Abigail Mouring
Natalie Phillips Jamie Potts Rachael Potts Michael Redmond Julianna RuekersfeldtKaitlyn Ring
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Taylor Adams Mojadesinuola Adejokun
Kaelyn Armstrong Elizabeth Axtell Brett Balsley
Marc Agee Katherine Ancil Bethany Anderson Debbie Andrus
Abigail Barnes Sarah Barrett Emily Barron
Seth Barron Elisabeth Barulich Atticus Beachy Matthew Beal Ethan Beck Katherine Beegle
Brandon Best Rachel Blizzard Hunter Bogert Molly Bolender Madeleine Bonvillain Mark Boss
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Tyler Bowdish Madison Bowser Michaela Boyce Bethany Bradley Douglas Brinkman Zachary Broadwick
Caleb Brown Cassie Brown Julia Brown Taylor Buckley Emmett Budd Shannon Burdick
Alexa Burns Anna Burr Nicolas Burton Victoria Butts Daniel Cable Anna Campbell
Amber Cannata Katie Carmichael Rebecca Carrell David Carter Rebekah Cates Corinne Caviggiola
Sarah Chalvet Emma Ghasse Chelsea Clark Jessica Clark Craig Clemens Reese Clendening
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Nicole Coates Nicholas Cole Makenna Collins Maria Confer Ann Costantino Nathaniel G otter
Rebecca Cotterman Robert Coty Dominique Gouser Autumn Cox Jonathan Cox Elizabeth Coy
Connor Cwik Gabriel Cyrus Lydia D’Amato
Shannon Deal Paul Dehart Tiffany Denen Elizabeth Depew Kelsey Depree Kurtis Depree
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Christopher Deshields Alathea Di Grande
Kenton Durham Joellen Eades
Unix Gabriel Diza Sydney Dosier Kathryn Dougherty Nicole Dukes
Sydney Eiseman Bethany Elam Jessica Elder Nicholas Elder
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Briana Elias Harrison Elkins Christian Ellis Robert Eppley Robert Eppley Kathryn Eriksen
Daniel Ernspiker Rebekah Erway Jordan Esatto Alanna Eshenshade Kyle Fathauer Jamie Field
Kelly Fischer Tyler Fisher Michelle Flaugher Timothy Flavin Erin Florer Sara Freeland
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Kjersti Fry Shannon Garland Joseph Genco Emily Genet Heidi Gibbs Timothy Gibson
Zachary Gilliam Allyson Glover Kaytlin Goodwin Jenae Gordon Benjamin Gorlich Luke Grant
Jacob Grasser Shelby Greer Josie Grooms Samantha Gross Steven Grout Taylor Guss
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Savannah Hale Sharri Hall Kasey Hannay Hope Harlan Nicole Harper Caleb Hasty
Ilayley Hasty Jana Hathaway Brienna Hayter Joshua Heanssler William Heinig Julie Heins
no
Jessica Henschen
Charissa Hildreth
Sarah Ingram
Nathan Jaquish
Quintanya Johnson
Ezri Herrera
Lora Ireland Benjamin Jackson Raseena Jacob Brooke Jacobs Christopher Jacobsen
Emily Jenks
Laura Jones Holly Kanonik
Rebekah Jensen
Jarred Kappers Josiah Karikala
Briana Johnson
Mackenzie Kastelein
Alyssa Kelly Bethany Khol Kyle Kilehrist Jr. Wesley Kimmel Andrew King David King
Elizabeth King Honor Klasscn Philip Kline Carsyn Koch Daniel Kolota Hannah Kraus
Jude Lee Ryan Lee Luke Lenze Sarah Lewis
Ryan Liming Richard Lively Ryan Lokkesmoe Deborah Longenecker Jonathan Lough Emily Loveless
Stephanie Limbers
Julianna Lowery Rebecca Lybarger Jacob Mach Bryce Macturk Katelyn Malik Christiana Manthei
Noah Marley Ashton Martin Valerie Martin Timothy Marvin Lydia Matzal Rachel May
Landon McBride Jacob McDonald Michael McDonald Elliot McLeroy Mark McTaggart Dermis Meadows
Vincenzo Morrone David Mortenson Martha Morton Chelsea Mungons Stephen Murphy Matthew Myers
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Lauren Nabzdyk Eman Nagib Shaanthi Nair Andrew Nelson Peter Nesbitt Kore Newman
Marcus Patrick Myla Patten Abigail Patton Hannah PeacockKelly Paat Anna Parkinson
Michael Pereira Joshua Perez Haley Perritt Hannah Petelin Hannah PhillipsLeslie Pence
A lb
Marshall Pickering Abigail Piper Lorenzo Pizarro Madelyn Poer Tobias Prahtel Stephen Proulx
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Sarah Rea Leah Reeder Alyssa Reiter Heather Reitmeyer Kailee Renne Katherine Renner
Elyssa Reyes Elyssa Reyes Joseph Richardson Malia Rickards Joseph Ries Adam Rinehart
Andrew Rivera Allison Roberts Brittany Roberts Alexus Roeller Jesse Roller Gariy Rose
Sarah Rouse Bernadette Rowe Alivia Rucker S. Andrew Rudd Joshua Ruhlmann Jesse Russell
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Nathan Scarpone Andrew Schaffer Lindsay Schell Jules Schieferstein Peter Schoenhals Kaitlyn Sehuyler
Makayla Segard Kristen Shaffer Rebekah Sheard Kennedy Shemelia Peter Shields Nathan Shinabarger
Noah Shinabarger Amanda Sims Ghakris Sirikul Thomas Sizer Laura Skaggs Abrielle Smith
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Joshua Smith Josiah Smith Katie Smith Maris sa Smith Stephen Smith Timothy Smith
Rebecca Somina Aimee Spice Ryan Sprague Mary Sprow Seth Staniill Daniel Stank
Jessica Stauf Matthew Steinhart Charles Stover Rachel Street Jessica Strieker Emily Sulk a
Brett Sumrall Shawn Sumrall Matthew Swett Shannon Swicker Kristin Tague Janelle Thompson
o
Jesse Thompson Samuel Thompson David Tibbetts Joshua Tomlin Cassandra Traxler Justin Turing
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Makayla Tutt Sarah Vahhoihriiaiig Christy Va.rghese Corinna Ward Kenneth Ward Benjamin Warder
Abigail Watkins Carolina Watson Josiah Watson Daniel Weaver Jay me Welsh Silas Welsh
Courtney Wengord Emily Wenriek Nathan Wentling Ashley Wessels Deanna Whalen Amanda Wheeler
Benjamin Wicker Jonathan Williams Rachel Williams Seth Williams Rebecca Willis
Caleb Winn Zachary Winters Emily Woelfersheim Kaitlyn Woemer I Iannah-Grace Woj iek Emily Wolf
Hanntih Wiley
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MEET THE STAFF
CYNTHIA MESSER
Cynthia Messer is an Associate Professor of 
English and the Yearbook Faculty Advisor. She 
supervises the staff and provides final feedback
for the book.
MARC AGEE
Marc Agee is a senior linguistics major from 
Fairborn, Ohio. He is the Bditor-in-Ghief and is in 
charge of creating deadlines, proofing pages for 
submission, and overseeing final production of
the book.
ELIZABETH COY
Elizabeth C oy is a senior applied communication 
and international studies major from Twinsburg, 
Ohio. She is the administrative assistant in charge 
of maintaining correspondence for the staff.
JESSICA WESTENBERG
Jessica Westenberg is a junior social work 
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PUBLISHER
The 2018 Miracle Yearbook was published by Jostens, Inc, It was printed at their plant 
located in State College, PA. The Jostens representative was Donald Boyd, and the plant 
coordinator was Crystal Gault.
COVER
The cover is custom screen and is custom art design by Lauren Nabzdyk. 
Photo by Alex St. Onge.
COVER
The 2018 Miracle was printed with four-color process ink.
DESIGN
The 2018 Miracle was designed by Lauren Nabzdyk and Morghan O’Neil.
THEME
The 2018 Miracle theme was a combined brainstorm of the editorial staff.
PRODUCTION
The 2018 Miracle was produced on both HP and Apple Computers. Layouts were created 
using Monarch by Jostens. Programs inside Monarch include Adobe InDesign, Adobe 
Photoshop, and Adobe Bridge.
TYPOGRAPHY
The heading font style used in this book was AYT Avalon size 32 pt in Bold style. The 
subheading font was also AYT Avalon style at 14 pt size in Demi style. The main body text 
font used was AYT Gaslon at 10 pt size and in Book style.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Photos were primarily taken by Alex St. Onge along with his photography assistants 
Adrienne Krater and Brady Esper, Benjamin Lucas provided photos for ICC. Several 
photos were taken by Cedarville University photographer, Scott Huck. Jim McAdams 
provided senior and underclass portraits.
INQUIRIES
The Miracle Yearbook office may be contacted for additional information about this 
book’s production at:
Miracle, Cedarville University 
251N. Main Street 
Cedarville Ohio 45314 
(937)766-4995 
miracle@cedarville.edu
LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
Over the past year, it's become increasingly clear to me how much of life I've missed out on in the past four 
years as a result of thinking I could do more than I really could do. Over middle school and high school it was 
driven into my mind, with the best intentions, that I could do anything and everything I wanted to do, and that 
came to mean for me that I should involve myself in anything and everything that I could. As I learned more 
about myself, I realized that busying myself was a distancing strategy to keep me away from things about my 
life with which I did not want to deal, and had come from an unhealthy attitude of competitiveness. By the 
time I realized these things about myself and about the way my life was going, I was neck-deep in too many 
commitments that made me look good, and were good to do, but were never done well because of how many 
there were; whether it was the courses I was taking, jobs I had, volunteering or social activities. Trapped in 
my pile of things to do, I looked back on my years at Cedarville University and realized, while they have been 
filled with beautiful memories and the beginnings of lifelong friendships, have been increasingly more stressful 
and tiring. I had been missing out on moments I could be meeting new friends, enjoying old ones, develop­
ing relationships, or doing my coursework to the best of my ability so that I could learn as much as possible. 
Instead, I was bogged down, with little rest and little motivation. In college, especially around the dreaded 
midterms and finals weeks, the phrases you hear the most are "I'm  busy" and T m  stressed". But the happiest 
people are those who, though they too are busy, have taken upon themselves only as much as they know they 
can do, and no more. These people are rested and adjusted and are able to invest in things beyond just filling 
the minutes of their days, If there is any exhortation I would give to those following my class at Cedarville, it 
would be to humbly know what you can do. Do what you can, take care of yourself, learn and seek wisdom, 
and know the Lord. Do not think yourself the savior of the world who has to do everything; that mentality 
could crush a person.
Know the Lord and seek wisdom. Realize how little you are, and praise God that He alone is great. Love others 
in the way you love yourself.
Grace and peace to you;
Marc Agee
I'd like to thank my Miracle Yearbook staff for 2016-2018. Over my past two years as Editor-in-Chief, I've 
been blessed to have a constant staff, and they all became some of my favorite people to see during the week. 
They are hard workers, loving friends, and a great team. Liz Coy, our Administrative Assistant for three years, 
deserves special recognition. L iz kept the Yearbook running, selflessly giving her time and working endlessly, 
on top of an otherwise demanding schedule; she probably deserves the salaries of all the staff put together.
Jess W ., Nick and Jess Elder, Lauren, Morghan, Alex, Adrienne and Brady are some of the most fun and clever 
people I've met, aces at problem-solving and quick to help one another. I'll miss having such a tight-knit 
group of people with whom to work and to laugh. Cynthia Messer, our faculty advisor, deserves many, many 
thanks for the patience she has to work with college students who consistently struggle to have their own lives 
together, let alone Yearbook work. Her faithful help and advice not only in Yearbook, but also as a professor 
and a friend, has made her a standard to live up to in all our lives.
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